**ZOO HIGHLIGHTS**

**UPPER ZOO**

- Asia Trail
- Cheetah Conservation
- View from upper trail only
- Giant Panda
- The Bird House is closed for renovations
- American Bison
- Elephant Trails

**VALLEY**

- American Trail
- Andean Bears
- Elephant Outpost
- Bald Eagle

**LOWER ZOO**

- Bennett’s Wallaby
- Reptile Discovery Center is temporarily closed
- Small Mammal House is temporarily closed
- Kids’ Farm
- Great Apes O-Line

**VISITOR GUIDE**

1. Visitor Center
2. Panda Overlook Cafe (seasonal, temporarily closed)
3. Bus Lot
4. Panda Plaza (temporarily closed)
5. Hot-Dog Diner (seasonal, temporarily closed)
6. Seal Rock Cafe (seasonal)
7. Great Meadow
8. Carousel (temporarily closed)
9. Great Cats Gift Shop (temporarily closed)
10. Zoo Police Station
11. Mane Grill
12. Me and the Bee Playground sponsored by Land O’Lakes, Inc. (temporarily closed)

**KEY**

- Pass Check-in
- One Way Path
- Path Closed
- Car Entrance
- Pedestrian entry
- Restrooms
- Food & Drink
- Gift Shop
- Shuttle Stop
- Service Suspended
- Information
- First Aid & Police
- ATM
- Accessible Parking